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Online supplemental material 2. Statistical methods used for mortality rate projections 

 

Previous studies have shown that historical patterns in tobacco smoking are a strong predictor 

of lung cancer mortality.1-3 We therefore hypothesised that smoking patterns would also be an 

important factor in the projection of mortality rates for other cancers which have been shown 

to have a relationship with cigarette smoking.4 In this study we fitted standard age-period-

cohort (APC) models, and APC models and generalised linear models (GLMs) incorporating 

smoking data to each cancer type and the two large smoking-related cancer groups.2 5 6 

Possible lags of 25-35 years between cigarette tar exposure and cancer mortality were 

examined for each fitted model. The most appropriate statistical projection model was 

selected using the model fit statistics and then validated with the observed data.2 Model 

validation provides important information on the performance and reliability of the projection 

model. This was achieved by withholding the observed data for 2000-2019 from the model 

fitting and then comparing the projected rates for those years with the actual observed 

values.2 7 The final model for each cancer type is listed in Table S2. 

 

To project the mortality rates for lung cancer, we used previously validated GLMs including 

age, cohort and cigarette smoking exposure.2 A standard APC model was used to project the 

mortality rate for each remaining cancer type, as the term for cigarette smoking exposure was 

not statistically significant in the full APC models.8 We do not provide individual projections 

for cervical cancer mortality as the projections based on historical data are likely to be 

inaccurate due to recent changes in the cervical cancer screening policy. Although models 

including smoking patterns could not be fitted for individual cancer types due to relatively 

small numbers, these projection models could be used for groups of smoking-related cancer 

types. For the group of cancer types with >30% of cases currently caused by smoking, GLMs 
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including age, cohort and cigarette tar exposure (smoking exposure lagged 27 years for men 

and 29 years for women) were used to project mortality rates, as the period effect was not 

significant in models including the cigarette smoking variable (Figure S1).2 For the group of 

cancer types with 8-30% of cases currently caused by smoking, APC models incorporating 

cigarette smoking exposure (smoking exposure lagged 32 years for men and 33 years for 

women)6 were used to project mortality rates (Figure S2). The final models for both cancer 

groups confirmed that historical levels of tobacco smoking are significant predictors of 

mortality rates for smoking-related cancers. The estimated numbers of deaths for these two 

cancer groups were then combined to estimate the overall projected mortality rate for all 

smoking-related cancers. In the validation, the 20-year projected mortality rates for both men 

and women were found to be close to the observed values, suggesting that the final models 

provide valid projections of mortality for smoking-related cancers in Australia (Figure S3). 

 

Age-period-cohort models 

To project cancer mortality for individual cancer types except lung cancer, we used APC 

models including age, period and cohort components within the framework of a GLM with 

Poisson distribution. The APC models were fitted by the apcspline command in Stata 17 with 

natural cubic splines for smoothing. 5 Briefly, the APC model with the log-link function can 

be expressed as: 𝑙𝑛𝐷 = 𝑙𝑛𝑁 + 𝛼𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 + 𝛾𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡  

where 𝐷  denotes the number of deaths from cancer for the ith age group during the jth 

calendar period; 𝑁  denotes the number at risk in the population for the ith age group during 

the jth calendar period; 𝛼 is the coefficient of the age component for age group i; 𝛽 is the non-

linear coefficient of the period component for period j, and 𝛾 is the non-linear coefficient of 

the cohort component for birth cohort k. For each cancer type, we compared several APC 
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models with different numbers of knots for the age, period and cohort effects, to identify the 

one with the lowest Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The final models are listed in 

Table S2. 

 

To project mortality rates beyond the observed period, future periods and cohorts were 

assumed to have the same effect as those for the most recent observed period and cohort. As 

these historical trends will not continue indefinitely, the default setting for the damping factor 

(equal to 0.92) was used, so that the drift was reduced by 8% for each year following the last 

observation.5  

 

While a cervical cancer screening programme was first introduced in Australia in the early 

1990s, a new protocol and screening technology were introduced in 2017 and so projections 

based on historical data are likely to be inaccurate.9 Furthermore, only limited data on the 

coverage achieved by the human papilloma virus vaccination programme are available and 

there are no data for participation in the updated screening programme. Therefore, we do not 

provide individual projections for cervical cancer mortality and the smoking attributable 

deaths for cancer of the cervix were not estimated in this study. 

 

Generalised linear model including age, cohort and smoking as a covariate 

We previously developed and validated a statistical model for the projection of lung cancer 

mortality rates which included tobacco consumption as one of the covariates.2 A detailed 

explanation of the method is provided elsewhere.2 Here, we applied this model both for the 

projection of lung cancer mortality rates and for the projection of mortality rates for the group 

of smoking-related cancers with >30% of cases caused by smoking. 

The final fitted model for each sex can be presented as a parsimonious equation: 
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𝑙𝑛𝐷 = 𝑙𝑛𝑁 + 𝛼𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛾𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 𝛿𝐶𝑇𝐶  

where 𝐷  denotes the number of deaths from lung cancer or the group of smoking-related 

cancers with >30% of cases caused by smoking for the ith age group during the jth calendar 

period; 𝑁  denotes the number at risk in the population for the ith age group during the jth 

calendar period; 𝛼 is the coefficient of the age component for age group i; 𝛾 is the non-linear 

coefficient of the cohort component for birth cohort k; 𝛿 is the coefficient of the 𝐶𝑇𝐶 , 

which denotes the sex-age-period-specific cigarette tar exposure in the population for the ith 

age group during the j-Lth calendar period, which is lagged by L years (for lung cancer 

mortality, lagged 26 years for men and 29 years for women; for the group of smoking-related 

cancers with >30% of cases caused by smoking, lagged 27 years for men and 29 years for 

women). To project mortality rates beyond the observed calendar period, these models 

assumed that the age effects remained constant over time.1 3 We used cohort-specific cigarette 

tar exposure to predict the future cohort effects as in previous work.2 Estimated coefficients 

for the final model for smoking-related cancers with >30% of cases caused by smoking are 

shown in Figure S1. 

 

Age-period-cohort model with smoking as a covariate 

For the group of smoking-related cancers with 8-30% of cases caused by smoking, we used a 

modified APC model incorporating cigarette tar exposure as a covariate to project the 

mortality rates. The period effect was included in these models to capture potential changes 

in exposure to major risk factors other than smoking. 

The final fitted model can be presented as a parsimonious equation:  𝑙𝑛𝐷 = 𝑙𝑛𝑁 + 𝛼𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 + 𝛾𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 + 𝛿𝐶𝑇𝐶  

where 𝐷  denotes the number of deaths from smoking-related cancers with 8-30% of cases 

caused by smoking for the ith age group during the jth calendar period; 𝑁  denotes the number 
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at risk in the population for the ith age group during the jth calendar period; 𝛼 is the coefficient 

of the age component for age group i; 𝛽 is the non-linear coefficient of the period component 

for period j, and 𝛾 is the non-linear coefficient of the cohort component for birth cohort k; 𝛿 is 

the coefficient of the 𝐶𝑇𝐶 , which denotes the sex-age-period-specific cigarette tar 

exposure in the population for the ith age group during the j-Lth calendar period, which is 

lagged by L years (32 years for men and 33 years for women).  

 

The process of using the modified APC model involves two steps: first, the models were 

fitted by the updated apcspline command in Stata 17 with natural cubic splines for smoothing 

which can include age-period-specific cigarette tar exposure as a covariate in the APC model. 

6 Second, the coefficients for birth cohorts were extracted from the best model selected based 

on the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), which was merged with sex-cohort specific 

cigarette tar exposure. The future cohort parameters were estimated by fitting a linear 

regression model for cohort coefficients and the cohort-specific cigarette tar exposure. To 

project lung cancer incidence rates beyond the observed calendar period these models 

assumed that the age effects remained constant over time.1 3 The default setting for the 

damping factor (equal to 0.92) was used, so that the drift was reduced by 8% for each year 

following the last observation, and future periods were assumed to have the same effect as 

those for the most recent observed period.5 The original programme has been modified, so 

that we used cohort-specific cigarette tar exposure to predict the future cohort effects.2 

Estimated coefficients for the final model for smoking-related cancers with 8-30% of cases 

caused by smoking are shown in Figure S2. 
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Table S2. Statistical methods used for mortality projections for individual cancer types, 
the two large smoking-related cancer groups and all smoking-related cancers combined 
included in this study 

Cancer groups (ICD 10-code) Mortality 
Data used for projection 
model 

Projection model 

Bladder (C67) 1970-2019 APC model 
Colon and rectum (C18-20, 
C26.0) 

1970-2019 Age-stratified APC model for 
age <50 years and age 50+ 
years. 

Gallbladder and bile duct (C23-
C24) 

1970-2019 APC model 

Kidney (C64) 1970-2019 APC model 
Larynx (c32) 1970-2019 APC model 
Myeloid leukaemia (C92) 1970-2019 APC model for men, AC 

model for women. 
Lip, oral cavity and pharynx 
(C00-C14, C30-C31) 

1970-2019 APC model 

Liver (C22) 1970-2019 AC model for men, APC 
model for women 

Lung (C33-C34) Cancer mortality data 1955-
2019; data on smoking 
patterns 1945-2019 

GLM: AC model with 
cigarette smoking exposure 
as a covariate 

Oesophagus (C15) 1970-2019 APC model 
Ovary (C56-C57) 1970-2019 APC model 
Pancreas (C25) 1970-2019 APC model 
Stomach (C16) 1970-2019 APC model 
Uterus (C54-C55) 1970-2019 APC model 
Cancer types with >30% of 
cases caused by smoking 

Cancer mortality data 1955-
2019; data on smoking 
patterns 1945-2019 

GLM: AC model with 
cigarette smoking exposure 
as a covariate 

Cancer types with 8-30% of 
cases caused by smoking 

Cancer mortality data 1970-
2019; data on smoking 
patterns 1945-2019 

GLM: APC model with 
cigarette smoking exposure 
as a covariate 

All smoking-related cancers 
combined 

 Number of deaths estimated 
by summing the number of 
deaths for cancer types 
with >30% of cases caused 
by smoking and cancer types 
with 8-30% of cases caused 
by smoking 

GLM: Generalised linear model; APC: age-period-cohort; AC: age-cohort. 
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